A game by Áron Baumann, János Kézdi, Zoltán Lőrinczi and Judit Maróthy for 2-10 players of ages 8 and above. Playtime of 15-45 minutes.
Laser is a cute kitty, and as such, loves to chase moving spots of light. To make the game more exciting for her, show her how to
change the colours by mixing 2 colour frequencies with prisms and creating a third colour. The player that can mix colours the best
will be the winner here.

Components

6 colour cards, each with
2 spaces for figures

12 prism cards with grey background,
2 of each colour (team game)

36 prism cards with 3 types of patterned
floor background, 2 of each colour
(competitive game)

12 double sided floor tiles, one side is grey,
24 prism figures, 4 of each colour
the other is patterned
The difference in sizes plays no role in the Scoring markers, 28 value 1-s, 10 value
5-s, 10 value 10-s for team play mode
(4 each of wooden floor, carpet and
game, it just helps to memorise rules of
ceramic pattern)
colour mixing.

1 white Laser kitty figure

You will also need a timer, and some paper
and a pen for scoring the competitive
mode.

Colour mixing rules
A general rule is that the colours in the colour circle can be mixed
from two of the neighbouring colours. This rule is definite and
cannot be overruled!
During the first few games, the mixing of colours can be a little
difficult, but the colour circle formed from the colour cards will
help (see Setup). In addition, two brightly coloured light stripes
appear on each card, which are the colours used to mix the given
prism.
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Team game
Your goals: Be the best team player and gain the most points
by mixing colours.
Place the 12 floor tiles in a circle on the table with the grey side
up. Put the colour cards around them according to the picture.
Place 2 prism figures of the correct type on each card. Put the
Laser cat figure on a chosen floor tile, then put a random prism
figure on all the other floor tiles. Shuffle the 12 prism cards and
place them in a face down stack next to the circle. The first player
will be the one with the youngest cat.
Note! The order of colour cards is important – during the game
this acts as a reminder of the colour mixing rules (all colours are a
mix of the two colours next to it in the circle – see Colour mixing
rules).

Gameplay
1. Planning

3. Mixing colours

Reveal two prism cards in the middle on the circle. The players
have half a minute to quietly consider, without moving the figures,
in how many steps they could remove the two prisms by moving
the prism figures on the board or by moving the kitty.

The two members of the new team now have half a minute to mix
colours and remove both colours indicated on the revealed prism
cards. The players must use exactly as many MPs as undertaken,
taking turns, not influencing each other with speech or gestures.
The undertaken MPs are the MPs that the active player indicated
earlier, he/she starts the movement.

Methods of movement and figure removal:
The players may move the prism figures or the cat in either
direction around the board as many tiles as they like. Moving the
prism figure by 1 tile costs 1 movement point (MP) while moving
the cat by one tile costs 2 movement points.
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Figures can be removed from the board in 2 ways:
• Mixing colours: to mix colours, two compatible figures must be
on the same tile, that is their colours must be able to be mixed.
If we mix two prism figures, both of them are removed from the
board and instead, a figure of the mixed colour is placed on the
now empty tile from the correct colour card, if a prism figure is
still available.
• Using Laser, the cat: Laser, the cat must move to the tile with the
figure matching the type required by one of the revealed cards.
Laser removes the figure without mixing any colours, and no new
figures are placed there. The tile remains empty. It is important
to note that Laser may only remove one prism figure in a round.

Example: Peter and Kitti must use 7 movement points to mix the colour
code consisting of the 2 colours. Peter starts movement, and according to
his plan, starts by moving Laser, the cat to the cyan figure. This is contrary
to Kitti’s earlier plans, but luckily, she works out how to get a blue using
5 steps.

Example:
Peter found a solution in 7 steps: move the cat to the neighbouring cyan
prism figure for 2 MPs + moving a cyan prism figure by 5 MPs to reach the
magenta, mixing them into blue. Altogether this would cost him 7 MPs.

4. Scoring
If the team managed to complete and remove both colours on
time in the indicated steps both team members gain points equal
to the undertaken and successfully completed moves. If they
are not successful on time, or if they influenced each other with
speech or gestures, or if only one part of the colour combination
was completed, then the points go to the players that are not part
of the team.

Suzie found another solution: move the cat by two steps to a cyan figure
for 4 MPs + move 6 spaces with another cyan figure to the magenta figure
to form blue for 6 MPs. The cost of these is 10 MPs.
Tommy has a 3 MP solution without using the cat: first mix a cyan figure
from the blue and green, then move one more to form blue using the cyan
and the magenta.
Kitti has an 8 MP idea.

At the end of the round, fill the empty spots on the colour cards
using the removed prism figures if possible, placing the remaining
figures on the empty tiles starting from the cat and in clockwise
direction, until all are filled up. If any figures remain, place these
aside until next round.

2. Choosing teammates
When the time is over, the players simultaneously reveal the
number of MPs, which they think they can use to solve the given
colour challenge, on the count of 3 using the fingers on 2 hands
placed on the table (minimum 2 MPs, maximum 10 MPs). The
active player chooses a teammate from the players revealing the
same number as them, or if no player did that, then they choose
from those players that made the closest estimate to their own.

Shuffle the prism cards.
The player to the left of the previous starting player will be the
next active player. The game continues until each player took an
active turn three times (in a 3-5 player game) or twice (in a 6-10
player game). The player with the most points in the end is the
winner.

Example: Peter, the active player shows a 7. Suzie shows a 10, Tommy a 3
and Kitti shows an 8. So Kitti will be Peter’s teammate.
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Competitive mode
Your goals: Mix the correct colour combination on the right
pattern tile using the least steps!
Place the 12 floor tiles in a circle on the table with the patterned
side up. Put the colour cards around them according to the
picture. Place 2 prism figures of the correct type on each card.
Put the Laser cat figure on a chosen floor tile, then put a random
prism figure on all the other floor tiles. Shuffle the 36 prism cards
and place them in a face down stack next to the circle. The first
player will be the person who can meow the quickest.
Note! The order of colour cards is important – during the game
this acts as a reminder of the colour mixing rules (all colours are a
mix of the two colours next to it in the circle – see Colour mixing
rules).

Gameplay
1. Bidding
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Reveal two prism cards in the middle on the circle. Without
touching the prisms, you must now think through how many steps
it would take to mix and remove the correct colour and correct
background prisms indicated on the cards by mixing colours
and moving the cat. The first player to come up with a solution
announces this number audibly. Now the battle against the
clock starts, the other players must find and announce a solution
consisting of less steps in the next half minute.
Methods of movement and figure removal:
The players may move the prism figures or the cat in either
direction around the board as many tiles as they like. Moving the
prism figure or the cat figure by 1 tile costs 1 movement point
(MP).

2. Colour mixing

Figures can be removed from the board in 2 ways:
• Mixing colours: to mix colours, two compatible figures must be
on the same tile, that is their colours must be able to be mixed.
If we mix two prism figures, both of them are removed from the
board and instead, a figure of the mixed colour is placed on the
now empty tile from the correct colour card, if a prism figure is
still available.
• Using Laser, the cat: Laser, the cat must move to the tile with the
figure matching the type required by one of the revealed cards.
Laser removes the figure without mixing any colours, and no new
figures are placed there. The tile remains empty. It is important
to note that Laser may only remove one prism figure in a round.

Once the time is up, the player with the smallest bid must
demonstrate the solution, again in under half minute of time.

3. Scoring
Only the player with the winning bid may score points in a round.
If they succeeded to create and remove both colours with the
right background tiles in under half a minute, then they win points
equal to the number of removed figures. If the player succeeds
using a differing number of steps, or doesn’t succeed in time, or
cannot mix both prism cards, then they score an X. If a player
scores a third X at any time during the game (not necessarily in
successive rounds), instead of the third X will score -6 points. This
penalty can be scored several times.

Important: At this stage no player may touch the figures or the
board – all planning is done in your head.

Pl.: Peter bid the smallest number of steps, so he must try the colour
mixing this turn. He succeeds in mixing the required 2 prism cards within
the required steps in under half a minute. Peter removed 3 figures in the
process – two yellows and one cyan – so he gains 3 points.

Example:
Peter finds a solution in 6 steps: move the green to the blue with the
carpet background, hence mixing and placing a cyan coloured prism (and
removes the 2 figures, the blue and green), then moves a yellow prism to
the newly placed cyan figure to mix a green with the carpet background
(and again removes the yellow and the cyan). Then he moves the cat by 2
steps to the yellow prism on the wooden floor pattern (and removes it). This
was 4+2 moves, so altogether 6 steps (with 5 figures removed).

At the end of the round, fill the empty spots on the colour cards
using the removed prism figures if possible, placing the remaining
figures on the empty tiles starting from the cat and in clockwise
direction, until all are filled up. If any figures remain, place these
aside until next round.

The timer starts, but Tommy already finds a solution in 4 steps: move the
green to the red creating and placing a yellow on wooden floor pattern
(removing the red and the green), then subsequently moves this yellow
to the cyan figure to create the missing green on carpet background (and
removing another 2 figures).

Shuffle the prism cards and draw 2 new ones for the next round.
The rounds continue until one player reaches 15 points – this
player will be the winner.

However, Peter now notices a new 3 step solution: He takes off the yellow
with wooden flooring using Laser, the cat; then he mixes the yellow figure
with the cyan one to create the green with carpet background (removing 3
figures, 2 yellows and the cyan).
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General rules

Learning mode

Prism figure movement

For the first few games, until you get used to mixing colours,
you may alternatively give yourselves one minute instead for the
bidding and for the completion phase.

• During movement, a figure may move through any number of
tiles with any figures of any colour, even through empty tiles or
the tile with the cat, without mixing with their colour or their
movement having to end. Movement may not end on an empty
tile.
• A prism figure may only end movement on such a floor tile
containing a prism figure, so that the 2 colours are able to mix
according to the rules of Colour mixing.
• If the colours of 2 figures are mixed, both figures are removed
from the board and they are replaced with a new figure of the
mixed colour taken from its colour card. The removed figures are
placed on the prism card which we just completed, or which we
aim to complete with the current mixing.

Upping the difficulty
If you find 2 prism cards too easy, you may try 3 or even more!

Impossible! Or maybe not?
It may happen, that a revealed prism card combination cannot
be mixed according to the rules (for example if no figures are left
on the colour cards for the intended colour, so they may not be
placed on the board). The first player to notice this fact can grab
the cat figure from the board. The other players may now prove
this player wrong by announcing a number of steps in which they
think a solution is possible. Once the time is up, the lowest bidder
will now get half a minute to prove themselves right.

Movement for Laser, the cat
• Laser does not mix colours with the other figures.
• Laser may not end its movement on an empty tile. The figure
removed by Laser is moved to the prism card which we just
completed.
• Laser, the cat may only be used to complete one of the prism
cards in a round, the other cards must be completed by mixing
colours.

Scoring
• Cooperative mode: If the player to grab the cat was right, they
score 10 points. If not, all other players score 10 points.
• Competitive mode: If the player to grab the cat was right, all
the other players score an X while he/she doesn’t score anything.
If they were wrong, he/she scores an X, and all other players score
nothing.

No unneeded moves are allowed
To mix a particular colour code, the players may move one or
several figures, once or several times, but they may not perform
unnecessary moves which do not work towards the solution. This
means that Laser, the cat may not remove a figure not needed for
the prism cards; and also that only such prisms may be mixed,
that are required for the prism cards, or one that the player uses
straight away to perform further mixes with.
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„This game could not have been created without the Board Game 12 Boardgame Development Competition, where we not only won
the prize for Party Games, but we also had a lot of fun. We really thank the journalists in the jury for choosing a kitty figure instead of a
kraken for the game components; and of course, we thank all game testers for the incredibly fast and effective work.” The game designers.
Designer: Judit Maróthy, Áron Baumann, János Kézdi, Zoltán Lőrinczi.
Graphics: Gyula Pozsgay, Attila Szőgyi, Erik Hegedűs. English rules: Domi Krantz.
Publisher and distributor: A-games • Hungarian distributor: Delta Vision Kft. • Made in EU
© 2019 A-games • All rights reserved • www.a-games.hu • Akabón Kft., 1162 Budapest, Attila utca 133.
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